HOPE AND HEALING
IN MICHIGAN

SkywoodRecovery.com
855-317-6248
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT AT SKYWOOD

Under the wide-open Michigan skies, Skywood Recovery’s serene setting gives patients the space they need to heal as they learn healthy new habits. We offer integrated residential treatment in the beautiful Augusta woodlands, with healthy and delicious meals prepared by our executive chef and plenty of recreational opportunities. As patients focus on rebuilding, they begin to rediscover joy in everyday life.
CHARTING YOUR EXPERIENCE 
AT SKYWOOD

We recognize that everyone is not the same, so we create individualized treatment plans for each patient to provide a program that is just right for them. Each activity builds on the others. Through individual, group and educational sessions along with participation in equine and art therapy, yoga and more, individuals rediscover themselves.
All programs are not created equal. At Skywood, we are dedicated to providing comprehensive, evidence-based, integrated treatment that addresses both addiction and co-occurring mental health issues. Our proven methods result in healthy rates of long-term recovery, and patients can continue treatment with us in an outpatient setting at nearby Foundations Chicago or Foundations Detroit.
Because we treat both substance use and underlying mental health conditions concurrently at Skywood, we are able to not just address surface problems but get to the root causes of addiction.

A commitment to patient-centered care and a motivational approach allows us the flexibility and focus to address each patient’s unique needs. In other words, we are committed to finding what works best for you.
The setting may be beautiful and our programs highly acclaimed, but we know those things don’t matter without an experienced, caring treatment team. Our professional, compassionate staff has made a long-term commitment to helping those with co-occurring conditions, and that’s what sets us apart. They work together, inspiring each other – and our patients – to be the best they can be.
THE FRN DIFFERENCE

Skywood Recovery is part of Foundations Recovery Network. Our programs have been cited as the “gold standard” in the behavioral health industry, classified in the top five percent of treatment programs according to the Dartmouth Psychiatric Research Center. FRN provides a full scope of services for those in need of treatment from residential and partial hospitalization to outpatient and aftercare. Find out more at FoundationsRecoveryNetwork.com.